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Linear-optical circuits are elementary building blocks for classical and quantum information pro-
cessing with light. In particular, due to its monolithic structure, integrated photonics offers great
phase-stability and can rely on the large scale manufacturability provided by the semiconductor
industry. New devices, based on such optical circuits, hold the promise of faster and energy-
efficient computations in machine learning applications and even implementing quantum algorithms
intractable for classical computers. However, this technological revolution requires accurate and
scalable certification protocols for devices that can be comprised of thousands of optical modes.
Here, we present a novel technique to reconstruct the transfer matrix of linear optical networks
that is based on the recent advances in low-rank matrix recovery and convex optimisation problems
known as PhaseLift algorithms. Conveniently, our characterisation protocol can be performed with
a coherent classical light source and photodiodes. We prove that this method is robust to noise and
scales efficiently with the number of modes. We experimentally tested the proposed characterisation
protocol on a programmable integrated interferometer designed for quantum information process-
ing. We compared the transfer matrix reconstruction obtained with our method against the one
provided by a more demanding reconstruction scheme based on two-photon quantum interference.
For 5-dimensional random unitaries, the average circuit fidelity between the matrices obtained from
the two reconstructions is 0.993.
INTRODUCTION
Motivation
Linear optical networks (LON) are fundamental to the
processing of quantum and classical information with
light. Passive and reconfigurable linear optical circuits
have been proposed and demonstrated for many appli-
cations including telecommunications [1], as processing
units for machine learning [2–6], and as platform for
quantum computation and simulation [7–9]. With the
continuing development of programmable large-scale in-
tegrated photonic platforms [10–14], practical and reli-
able techniques for characterising and validating the op-
eration of these devices are crucial. In this work, we
present a new protocol for characterising linear optical
devices with low experimental resources by expressing the
relation between measured intensities and linear proper-
ties of LONs as a phase retrieval problem [15].
A phase-stable LON is characterised by its complex
transfer matrix M . The amplitudes of the output light
modes, βj , depend on the amplitudes of the input modes,
αk, via
βj =
∑
k
Mjk αk. (1)
Arguably, determining M experimentally is a crucial
step to validate and verify an existing LON.
To characterise phase-stable LON, several protocols
that feature alternative reconstruction and optimisation
algorithms have been demonstrated [16–20]. With the
exception of the work presented in [17], further devel-
oped in [18], all these schemes rely upon non-classical
two-photon interference measurements. Instead, one of
the great advantages of the protocol discussed in [17] is
that it can be performed with a classical coherent light
source and power-meters. However, this benefit can be
hindered by the lack of statistical inference of the matrix
elements from an over-complete set of data that would
instead compensate for experimental sources of errors
[20]. Linear optical circuits are also used in the context
of quantum computation to implement quantum gates.
Characterising these quantum transformations requires
the use of quantum process tomography [21, 22], even
if implemented by a linear optical systems. In partic-
ular, an n modes linear optical system can be treated
as an n−dimensional qudit channel for a single photon
state [23]. Resorting to these approaches generally re-
quires the capability of preparing and detecting quantum
states of light and the acquisition of larger datasets. In
return, they can provide additional information on the
noise affecting the quantum system due, for example, to
incoherent scattering.
In this work, we demonstrate a reconstruction proce-
dure based on efficient optimisation algorithms designed
to be resilient to experimental imperfection and that can
be performed with classical instrumentation, i.e. a co-
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2herent light source and power-meters.
Background: the PhaseLift algorithm
In classical optical experiments, the standard measur-
able quantities are the intensities, or the power, of the
output modes
Ij(α) = |βj |2 + j =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
k
Mjk αk
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ j , (2)
for certain coherent input patterns with amplitudes α =
{α1, . . . , αn}. Here, j describes noise due to statistical
fluctuations or systematic errors. Although the output
states (1) are linear in M , the resulting intensity mea-
surements (2) are quadratic in M and oblivious to the
phases of βj . In particular, the problem of reconstruct-
ing the matrix M from such a set of data is ill-posed
since all the measured intensities are invariant under the
multiplication of any row of the matrix by an arbitrary
phase-factor eiφj .
The crucial observation in this paper is that measure-
ments (2) closely resemble the model of the phase re-
trieval problem, i.e. the problem of recovering a complex
vector x ∈ Cn from m scalar measurements of the form
y(l) =
∣∣∣〈x,α(l)〉∣∣∣2 + (l) l = 1, . . . ,m. (3)
Here, α(l) ∈ Cn denote measurement vectors and (l) the
additive measurement errors. One practical solution to
the phase retrieval problem [24] – and, by extension, for
recovering transfer matrices – is based on its connection
to the field of low-rank matrix recovery [25–30].
Note that the measurements (3) are quadratic in the
target vector x ∈ Cn, but linear in its outer product
|x〉〈x| ∈ Cn×n:∣∣∣〈x,α(l)〉∣∣∣2 + (l) = Tr((|α(l)〉〈α(l)|)(|x〉〈x|))+ (l). (4)
This “lifts” the phase retrieval problem to the problem of
recovering X = |x〉〈x| from linear measurements. This
target matrix has rank one, rank(X) = 1, and is also
positive semidefinite (psd), X ≥ 0. The connection to
low-rank matrix recovery is now apparent. We need to
find the lowest-rank matrix X ≥ 0 that is compatible
with the measurement data. This can be done with an
algorithm known as PhaseLift [31]:
minimize
Z∈Cn×n
Tr(Z) (5)
subject to
m∑
l=1
∣∣∣Tr(|α(l)〉〈α(l)|Z)− y(l)∣∣∣2 ≤ η,
Z ≥ 0.
Here, η ≥ ∑ml=1((l))2 is an upper bound on the noise
strength and the trace, Tr(X), penalizes rank among
psd matrices [25–30]. In this work, we will use a variant
of PhaseLift that does not require any prior knowledge
about the noise strength [32]. Instead, we can directly
minimize a simple loss function over the set of psd ma-
trices:
minimize
Z∈Cn×n
m∑
l=1
∣∣∣Tr(|α(l)〉〈α(l)|Z)− y(l)∣∣∣ (6)
subject to Z ≥ 0.
Here, we have chosen the `1-loss function which is known
to be exceptionally robust with respect to noise corrup-
tions (1), . . . , (m) [32]. The more commonly used least-
squares loss function would also produce qualitatively
similar results.
The minimizer Z] of Algorithm (6) is a psd matrix and
must be factorized to recover the estimated signal vector
x] ∈ Cn. After applying an eigenvalue decomposition
to Z], we set x] to be the eigenvector associated with
the largest eigenvalue λ, re-scaled to length
∥∥x]∥∥ = √λ
[31]. Note that x] is only recovered up to an arbitrary
phase factor eiφ – an unavoidable ambiguity for the phase
retrieval problem (3).
The PhaseLift algorithm (and its variants) belongs to a
subclass of convex optimisation problems called semidefi-
nite programs. Indeed, Algorithm (6) minimizes a convex
loss function over the convex set of psd matrices. Such
optimisation problems have no local optima (or saddle
points) except for the global optimum that is essentially
unique. Dimensions n of many thousands can be handled
by scalable semidefinite programming algorithms [33–35].
Reliability and (to some extent) scalability are key ad-
vantages of phase retrieval via PhaseLift over alternative
optimisation approaches that do not rely on lifting, see
e.g. [36]. Minimizing a loss function directly over vec-
tors x ∈ Cn results in an optimisation problem that is
lower-dimensional, but not convex.
Phase retrieval via PhaseLift is not only a compelling
heuristic, it is also supported by rigorous theory. By and
large, the theoretical guarantees require stochastic gener-
ative models for the measurement vectors, i.e. each |α(l)〉
in Eq. (3) is sampled independently from a suitable mea-
surement ensemble. A prominent example is the uniform
(Gaussian) measurement ensemble [31, 32, 37]. However,
ensembles that feature less randomness [37–39] or addi-
tional structure tailored to specific applications [40–43]
have also been investigated. The strongest theoretical
performance guarantees assume the following form:
Theorem 1. Suppose that each phaseless measurement
Eq. (3) α(l) is chosen uniformly at random from a suit-
able ensemble. Then, an order of m = const × n mea-
surements suffice to recover any complex vector x ∈ Cn
via PhaseLift. More precisely, the solution Z] to Eq. (6)
obeys
∥∥∥Z] − |x〉〈x|∥∥∥
2
∝ tot/m, where tot = ∑mj=1 |j | is
the total noise corruption in the measurement process.
The implication of such a result is twofold. First, it
ensures that the number of measurements must scale lin-
3early in the problem dimension n. Unfortunately, these
theoretical results are ill-equipped to produce the ex-
act proportionality constant. It is known that roughly
m = 4n − 4 measurements are necessary (const ≥ 4)
to solve the phase retrieval problem unambiguously [44].
Second, the reconstruction is stable with respect to noise
in the measurements Eq. (3). Accurate phaseless mea-
surements produce accurate solutions x] ∈ Cn to the
phase retrieval problem.
The main theoretical contribution of this work is a re-
covery guarantee – similar to Theorem 1 – for a novel
measurement ensemble: the randomly erased complex
Rademacher (RECR) ensemble. Each measurement vec-
tor has random coefficients αj that can take five distinct
values: 0 and ±1,±i. We refer to Eq. (8) below for de-
tails.
LON PHASELIFT RECONSTRUCTION
Let us now turn to connecting the two problems intro-
duced in the last section, namely determining the transfer
matrix M of a linear optical device on the one hand and
the phase retrieval problem on the other hand. Note that
the measured intensity at detector j, as given by Eq. (2),
exclusively provides us with information about the j-th
row vector of M , 1 ≤ j ≤ n:
Ij(α) =
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
Mjkαk
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ j = |〈M j ,α〉|2 + j . (7)
Here, we have defined M j as the (complex conjugated)
row vectors of M . Since the measured intensities in
Eq. (7) exactly resemble the measurement model of the
phase retrieval problem in Eq. (3), we can use the ideas
mentioned in the introduction to reconstruct the trans-
fer matrix. In particular, each projective measurement
associated with the vector |α(l)〉 corresponds to a power
reading in a single output mode j while light amplitudes
proportional to the components of α(l) are injected into
the input modes of LON. Therefore, we propose the fol-
lowing protocol, diagrammatically represented in Fig. 1.
Protocol 2. (for recovering the transfer matrix M)
1. Sample m random input states |α(l)〉 from an ap-
propriate ensemble.
2. Measure the m×n intensities I1(α(l)), . . . , In(α(l))
with l = 1, . . . ,m.
3. Use PhaseLift (6) to recover each M j individually.
This protocol is able to reproduce transfer matrices
without unitary assumptions and is suitable for non-
squared matrices too. In principle, with sufficiently pre-
cise measurements, this technique permits to quantify
the degree of deviation from ideally unitary transforma-
tions. The availability of a detector at each output mode
facilitates a rapid reconstruction of the matrix since the
same sequence of input vector α(l) can be used to inde-
pendently recover multiple rows of the matrix.
Note that, to measure the intensities Ij(α
(l)), coher-
ent light with amplitude proportional to α
(l)
k needs to be
simultaneously injected in each input port k. Similarly
to [17], this procedure can be performed with a single
laser connected to the LON by means of a programmable
phase-stable amplitude distribution network. Addition-
ally, in our reconstruction, a previous characterisation
of the distribution network is usually required. How-
ever, the resilience to experimental errors of our method,
based on the recovery guarantee characteristic of the
Phaselift algorithm, can compensate for potential errors
introduced by the preparation of the input vectors them-
selves.
Two important questions remain: (i) from which en-
semble should we sample the input coherent states and
(ii) how many such inputs are sufficient for a successful
reconstruction? In this section we provide two different
answers to these questions. First, we show that the es-
tablished uniform measurement ensemble [37] allows for
reconstructing M from an asymptotically optimal num-
ber of measurements. Second, we show that, although it
only requires a simplified light distribution network, the
RECR ensemble performs nearly as well as the uniform
ensemble.
Measurement ensembles
Uniform ensemble. The uniform sampling scheme
consists of choosing α uniformly from the complex unit
sphere. Up to normalisation, this is equivalent to choos-
ing the real and imaginary part of the components of
α(l) to be centred Gaussian random variables with vari-
ance 12 each. Fixing the norm of the input vectors to a
constant is convenient for our particular application as it
amounts to using the same input power for all the con-
figurations α(l) and, therefore, simplifies the preparation
procedure via unitary distribution networks. Strong an-
alytic reconstruction guarantees exist for phase retrieval
with this measurement ensemble [37, 45, 46]. We pro-
vide a specific formulation for the problem at hand and
a simplified proof strategy in the Appendix.
RECR ensemble. The uniform sampling scheme
places high demands on the experimental implementa-
tion since it necessitates the ability to prepare any multi-
mode coherent input state |α〉 with α from the complex
unit sphere. Therefore, we propose an alternative mea-
surement ensemble that lends itself to implementations
in linear optics: For p ∈ (0, 1), we define a randomly
erased complex Rademacher (RECR) random variable a
to be distributed according to
a ∼
{
±1,±i each with prob. p/4
0 with prob. 1− p. (8)
4M
Repeat
m times
PhaseLift 
algorithmLaser source
Power-metersUnknown LON
Randomly sampling an input vector 
sequence from the chosen distribution Using the intensity measurements 
to determine each matrix row 
individually via PhaseLiƀ algorithm
Amplitude 
distribution 
network
FIG. 1. Schematic of the PhaseLift characterisation protocol. (see Protocol 2). A sequence of input patterns |α〉 are randomly
sampled from the uniform or RECR ensembles. Such input vectors are implemented by a trusted distribution network that
coherently distributes the amplitude of a laser source proportionally to the complex components of |α〉. The modulated light
is injected into the input modes of the unknown linear optical network (LON) and the power at each output port is measured.
For each output mode, the list of |α〉 and the measurement outcomes of the power-meter are passed to the convex optimisation
algorithm named PhaseLift that retrieves the matrix row associated to that specific output mode. Row by row, the unknown
transfer matrix M that characterises the LON is then obtained up to a multiplicative phase factor for each row vector.
For the RECR measurement model, we sample the com-
ponents αk of the input state |α〉 according to Eq. (8),
but we can additionally choose to normalise the total
intensity, ‖α‖ = 1. Notably, a programmable optical
circuit able to generate light amplitudes proportional to
RECR vectors requires to set as little as four alternative
phases and two intensity levels at each input mode. We
envisage that photonic devices can be optimised to im-
plement such discrete input configurations; even phase-
shifting strategies that are not tunable across a continu-
ous range of phase shifts can be advantageously used to
this scope [47, 48].
Performance guarantees. One important theoretical
contribution of this work is to provide a rigorous proof
of convergence for the proposed reconstruction scheme,
which we outline now. We refer the reader to the Ap-
pendix for an exact formulation and the proofs.
Theorem 3 (Informal version). Suppose that m ≥ Cn
input states have been chosen from either the uniform or
the RECR ensemble. Then, with high probability, any
transfer matrix M can be reconstructed via Protocol 2.
This statement is to be understood as a theoretical
performance guarantee in terms of an upper bound on
the reconstruction error minµ
∥∥∥M ] −D(µ)M∥∥∥
2
. Here,
M ] is the reconstruction and D(µ) = diag(µ1, . . . , µn)
with |µj | = 1 are the row-phases of M that cannot be
recovered from the measurements (2). Our proofs do not
give a tight bound for the constant C. This is why we run
numerical simulations in the following section in order to
determine a practical value of C which is conjectured to
be 4.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Firstly, we investigate the applicability of the
PhaseLift characterisation protocol via numerical simu-
lations. The results depicted in Fig. 2 aim to visualise the
performance guarantees from Theorem 3: For each given
dimension n, we choose 100 target unitaries. Each of
these is reconstructed by means of Protocol 2 with a vary-
ing number of measurements m. The input vectors are
sampled from the uniform ensemble in Fig. 2(a) and from
the RECR ensemble in Fig. 2(b). For the measurement
noise j from Eq. (7), we assume independent, centred
Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ = 0.05. The
density plots show the fraction of successfully recovered
unitaries. Here, the criterion for success is whether the
distance of the reconstruction M ] measured in Frobe-
nius norm is smaller than the threshold 4σn in accor-
dance with the error bound from Corollary 7 in the Ap-
pendix. The two plots highlight that a sharp phase tran-
sition occurs just above the (red) line m = 4n − 4. The
probability for correctly recovering M from m uniform
(left) and RECR (right) measurements jumps from zero
(black color) to almost one (white color). This demon-
strates the high efficiency of Protocol 2 with respect to
the number of measurements. Not only does the num-
ber of measurements scale linearly in the system size but
the proportionality constant is small as well. Hence, the
PhaseLift algorithm is a practical candidate for charac-
terising large-scale LONs.
5a) b)
FIG. 2. Simulated probability for correctly recovering transfer matrices M using the two different sampling schemes under
noisy measurements with σ = 0.05. The x-axis labels the problem dimension n, while the y-axis depicts different values for
the number of (random) measurements m. For each pair (n,m), the (approximate) probability of correct transfer matrix
reconstruction appears color-coded from black (zero) to white (one). Each probability is approximated by testing the protocol
for 97 (Haar) random choices for M , as well as the identity, the swap matrix and the discrete Fourier transform. For both
uniform (a) and RECR (b) sampling, the probability of successful reconstruction undergoes a sharp phase transition just above
m = 4n− 4 (red line).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To experimentally verify our algorithm, we recon-
structed multiple transfer matrices implemented by a re-
configurable integrated LON that has already been tested
for quantum information processing [49]. The device is
comprised of 30 evanescent couplers and 30 thermo-optic
phase-shifters acting on the fundamental optical modes of
six single-mode waveguides. The schematic of the LON
is shown in Fig. 3(a). By injecting light into the bottom
waveguide of the device, an initial sequence of five inte-
grated Mach-Zehnder interferometers and five additional
phase-shifters act as a distribution network to prepare
the input vectors |α〉. The remaining triangular mesh of
components is then sufficient to implement the unitary
transfer matrices M that we analysed [50]. We note,
however, that although the design of the distribution
network we used is sufficient to perform the PhaseLift
reconstruction, it is not optimal since it does not min-
imise the average number of components the light goes
through. For optimal performance, we suggest a distri-
bution network design based on a tree-like connectivity
or on a broadcast and modulate approach, see Fig. 3(b,c)
for schematic examples.
The LON was configured to implement several 2-, 3-
and 5-dimensional M , including identity and Fourier
transformations, as well as uniformly (Haar) random uni-
taries. To test the quality of the PhaseLift reconstruc-
tion, we also performed an alternative reconstruction pro-
cedure for the same matrices based on a different physi-
cal principle: the interference signal in the second order
correlation function as opposed to first order correlations
[51]. Indeed, in this second reconstruction algorithm, the
phases of the matrix elements were inferred from two-
photon interference measurements. In the Appendix, we
report more details on this method based on the work in
[16, 20] and performed by using photon pairs generated
by a spontaneous down-conversion source.
Since the properties of the photonic components are
generally mode-dependent, that is dependent on the
wavelength, temporal envelope, polarisation, etc. of the
light, we decided to perform the PhaseLift algorithm
adopting the closest light source to the bi-photon states
used for the two-photon reference reconstruction. There-
fore, we used single photons generated by the same down-
conversion source heralded via the detection of the co-
generated twin photon in the idler mode. The oppor-
tunity of using single photons as alternative to coherent
states is based on the equivalence, under linear optical
transformations, between the probability of detecting a
single photon at alternative output modes, and the rel-
ative intensity of corresponding coherent states. In par-
ticular, assuming |α| = 1, the input vector |α〉 maps to
|ψ(α)〉 =
∑
k
αka
†
k|0〉, (9)
where |0〉 denotes the vacuum state and a†k is the bosonic
creation operator in the mode k.
The probability of measuring the photon at detector j
6a) b)
c)
FIG. 3. a) Chip schematics of our experiment. Heralded single photons are injected into the bottom waveguide of a six-
mode integrated interferometer. A diagonal sequence of Mach-Zehnder interferometers is used to prepare single-photon states
|ψ(α)〉 = ∑k αka†k|0〉 over the bottom five modes of the device. The remainder of the device is used to implement 2-, 3- and
5-dimensional unitary transformations which are to be characterised. Each output port is coupled to an avalanche single photon
detector (APD). b) and c) Alternative optical wiring for integrated devices to implement the amplitude distribution network.
Blue squares represent generic tunable component for phase shifting and amplitude modulation. b) broadcast and modulate,
c) tree-like structure.
a) b)
FIG. 4. a) Experimental reconstruction distance, expressed with the Frobenius norm, between the PhaseLift reconstruction
and the two-photon reference as a function of the number of input states m. Whenever possible, the distance is averaged over
multiple combinations of the m input vectors out of the measured available ones. Performance of the uniform and RECR
ensembles are similar. For non sparse unitaries, we witness convergence in line with the aforementioned conjecture m=4n.
Their accuracy improves fast with the number of inputs before m ∼ 4n when it slows down. b) Circuit fidelity comparison for
different dimensions of the target matrices. To both PhaseLift and two-photon reference reconstructions we apply the polar
decomposition in order to compare unitary matrices. For each matrix and sampling ensemble, we subsample 100 times m = 6n
input vectors out of the measured ones together with the corresponding measured intensities. Error bars indicate the standard
deviation of the distribution obtained from this re-sampling. However, since for n = 2 there are only six distinct RECR vectors
up to a global phase, there is only one reconstruction. The crosses show the average fidelity that is observed without applying
the polar decomposition to the reconstructions.
is then given by
P(j|α) =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
k
Mjkαk
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (10)
By taking into account the statistical fluctuations intro-
duced by a finite-sample frequentist estimate of the prob-
ability, this is analogous to the noisy intensity measure-
ments described in (2).
For both reconstructions, the photons from the free
space source were coupled into and out of the photonic
7Dimension n 2 3 5
Gaussian 20 30 40
RECR 6 31 39
TABLE I. Total number of distinct input vectors used during
the experiment.
chip via pre-packaged polarisation maintaining optical fi-
bres and all output modes were simultaneously measured
by an array of single photon avalanche photodiodes. For
all transfer matrices M of the same size, the PhaseLift
data was collected for the same set of randomly cho-
sen input vectors. The overall number of input vectors
recorded is summarised in table Table I. Further techni-
cal details are reported in the Appendix.
Since the reconstruction obtained from two-photon in-
terference is also oblivious of the column phases of the
matrix, to compare the two-photon and the PhaseLift re-
constructions we report the Frobenius distance between
the two matrices after optimise the row phases as well as
the column phases:
min
µ,ν
∥∥∥M ] −D(µ)M2photonD(ν)∥∥∥
2
. (11)
For short, we will label Mµν2ph = D(µ
∗)M2photonD(ν∗)
the optimal two-photon reconstruction obtained using
the corrective phase µ∗ and ν∗ that minimise Eq. (11).
In Fig. 4(a) we show the results from the 5-dimensional
PhaseLift reconstructions. The distance from the two-
photon reference is reported as a function of the number
of input vectors m used for the PhaseLift reconstruction.
The large set of input vectors used for the characterisa-
tion measurements allows us to average the reconstruc-
tion distance over multiple combinations of input vectors.
From the plot we observe that the performance of the
uniform and RECR ensembles are qualitatively similar
but with a slightly better agreement with the reference
shown by the uniform ensemble. From the reconstruc-
tion distance at m = 4n − 4, we obtain an indication
of the noise level affecting the reconstruction system
σUniform ∼ 0.025 and σRECR ∼ 0.035. The experiment
also clarifies how, in a real case scenario, the improve-
ment of the reconstruction continues after reaching the
suggested number of input vectors, although at a lower
pace. Indeed, while the theoretical performance guar-
antee is valid for both systematic and stochastic source
of noise, the PhaseLift algorithm permits to use larger
datasets to reduce the noise on the reconstructed matrix
due to stochastic errors.
Choosing to fix m = 6n, in Fig. 4(b) we compare the
PhaseLift and the reference reconstruction for all tested
dimensions by means of the circuit fidelity [49], here de-
fined as:
F (A,B) =
Tr
(∣∣∣A†.B∣∣∣2)
n
, (12)
where n is the dimension of the square transfer matrices
A andB, and the absolute squaring operation of the ma-
trix product is computed element-wise. When computed
between two unitary matrices, such fidelity has a clear
procedural meaning. It is the probability of projecting
a photon prepared according to a column of B onto the
corresponding column ofA, averaged over the n columns.
When comparing unitary matrices, the fidelity Eq. (12)
is upper-bounded by 1, however, the particular defini-
tion has inconsistent behaviour for matrices with non-
normalised columns. Therefore, the data reported with
dots in Fig. 4(b) refer to the fidelity between the unitary
approximation of M ] and Mµν2ph obtained by means of
polar decomposition that provides us with the closest uni-
tary matrix to a square matrix A as defined by unitarily
invariant norms [52]. Error bars represent the standard
deviation observed by choosing alternative sub-samples
of 6n input vectors from the measured ones. The lack of
more than 6 independent 2-dimensional RECR vectors
forced us to only use a fixed set of input vectors for this
configuration. For 2-, 3-, and 5-dimensional matrices, the
average fidelity of the three Haar random unitaries was
0.9997 (0.99999), 0.9985 (0.9993), 0.993 (0.989) when us-
ing the uniform (RECR) ensemble. As a comparison, we
report with crosses on the same graph the average fidelity
obtained between the non-unitary original reconstructed
matrices M ] and Mµν2ph. Without applying the polar de-
composition, fidelity above 1 is sometimes observed for
lower dimensional matrices while the noise in the recon-
struction strongly penalises the 5-dimensional cases. In-
terestingly, an average fidelity above 0.988 (0.98) is also
observed if the columns of the 5-dimensional PhaseLift
reconstructed matrices are normalised without imposing
their orthogonality.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we introduce a practical solution to the
problem of characterising linear optical devices based on
recent advances in phase retrieval and low-rank matrix
recovery. The PhaseLift reconstruction outlined in Pro-
tocol 2 can be used to reconstruct transfer matrices us-
ing only intensity measurements and classical coherent
light as input, by modulating its amplitude according
to complex vectors chosen at random from an appropri-
ate ensemble. Not only do we provide numerical and
experimental evidence that the number of illumination
settings required for this approach scales linearly with
the number of modes of the device, but we also support
these findings with rigorous theory: PhaseLift ensures
stability with respect to additive noise corruptions. This
theoretical support extends, in particular, to the RECR
ensemble, which holds a great potential for applications
in linear optical devices with tailored amplitude network
designs.
Due to the additional experimental overhead associ-
ated with the calibration of a phase-stable amplitude dis-
8tribution network, the PhaseLift reconstruction is par-
ticularly suited for integrated devices that can be re-
programmed to implement a family of different trans-
formations. We demonstrated the successful implemen-
tation of the PhaseLift characterisation protocol on a
universally reconfigurable six waveguide device. The re-
sults from this experiment show that, even without an
ad hoc optimisation of the distribution network, the per-
formance of the RECR ensemble for the PhaseLift re-
construction is close to the more conventional uniform
distribution.
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Appendix A: Experimental Setup
1. Photon source
We used a Titanium:Sapphire laser (Coherent Chameleon) to generate to generate 140fs long pulses centred at
808nm with a repetition rate of 80MHz. A half-wave plate and a polarising beamsplitter (PBS) are used to attenuate
the power. Next, a β-barium borate (BBO) crystal is used to perform second harmonic generation. Dichroic mirrors
remove the remaining 808nm light and a 0.5mm thick Bismuth Triborate BiB3O6 (BiBO) crystal is used to perform
spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) from the up-converted 404nm pulse. Down-converted photons are
emitted in a cone at opening angle θ = 6◦ and pass through a 3nm interference filter centered at 808nm. Light is
collected from opposite points on the SPDC emission cone and coupled into polarisation maintaining fibres (PMF).
When either pair is connected directly to the detectors, the ratio between the coincidence detection rate and the
single detection rate is ∼ 12%. Taking into account the detector efficiency, this translates to a heralding efficiency of
around 24%.
2. Integrated Circuit
The silica-on-silicon integrated photonic chip was fabricated by the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone company
(NTT) in Japan. Flame hydrolysis deposition followed by photolithographic and reactive ion etching was used to
fabricate germanium doped silica (SiO2-GeO2) waveguides with dimensions 3.5µm × 3.5µm with a silica cladding
onto a silicon substrate. Thin-film Tantalum Nitride (Ta2N) thermo-optic heaters were then fabricated on top of the
circuit with dimensions 1.5mm × 50µm. The circuit is formed of a cascaded array of 30 directional couplers (each
with a length of 500µm) and 30 phase shifters designed to perform a universally reconfigurable transfer matrix on six
waveguide modes.
The coupling losses have been estimated as ∼ 9% per facet and the directional couplers at < 2.3%. The average
loss fibre-to-fibre was measured to be ∼ 42%. The device is actively cooled via a Peltier cooling unit.
Thermo-optic modulators are driven by electronic heater driver boards which can deliver up to 20V with 4.9mV
resolution and current up to 100mA. These are then interfaced with a computer to set all the heaters to implement
a given transfer matrix.
3. Photon Detectors
The detection system uses 6 SPADs (Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQRH-14), each with efficiencies 50−60%, a dark count
rate of ∼ 100Hz, timing jitter of ∼ 350ps and a dead time of 32ns. A coincidence counting card time-tagging all
simultaneous channels in a time window usually set to be around 2ns is used to register detection events. For each
channel it is possible to set a specific time delay that is used by the counting card to compensate for the discrepancy
in the signals arrival time introduced in the experiment by optical fibres, detectors, electronics and coaxial cables.
The detector efficiencies were estimated as follows. Light was injected into the top mode of the circuit and counts
were collected for 100 Haar-random unitary configurations of the circuit. The set of relative efficiencies that minimised
the sum of the total variation distances of the measured distributions to their targets was then used. Experimental
counts are adjusted by these estimated relative efficiencies.
Appendix B: Two-photon Reconstruction
Since our goal is to test the PhaseLift characterisation technique, and not the performance of the optical chip, we
compare the PhaseLift reconstructions against the reconstruction obtained with a different experimental technique.
These reference reconstructions are obtained with a variant of the methods described in [16, 20]. For each matrix,
n×n single photon data is recorded by routing the heralded single photons alternatively into each of the input mode
k of the transfer matrix and recording the coincidence between each detector and the heralding signal. These provide
us with the information about the modulus squared, ρ2jk = |Mjk|2, of the matrix elements. In particular, for each
input mode, these counts are corrected with the detector efficiency calibration and divided by their cumulative sum
to produce a normalised column of the matrix. 2-photon interference data is then collected to determine the phases
of these matrix elements.
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We estimate the phase of each component by following a similar approach to [16] that is based on the measurement
of several HOM-dips [51]. To perform the HOM experiments, MZIs of the amplitude distribution stage, marked red
in Fig. 3, are set to perform an identity transformation and both fibres carrying the photon pairs generated by the
SPDC source are connected to input ports of the chip. For each pairwise combination of the input modes of our
matrices, we record the twofold coincidences among our detectors while changing the time delay of a photon relative
to the other via a motorised translation stage. The only exception regards the input combination into modes 4 an
5 that is not available in our setup. For each pair of input modes, prior to the matrix characterisation, we record a
reference signal while implementing a balanced beam splitter on the device. As detailed later, this provides us with
information about the position in the motorised scan when the two photons are indistinguishable as well as optical
properties of the wavepackets.
In each two photon interference measurement, the coincidence counts as a function of delay are fit to the function:
f(τ) =
(
1− c1 exp[−((τ − c2)/c3)2] sinc[(τ − c2)/c6]
)
(c4τ + c5 + c7τ
2) (B1)
where τ is the time delay of the photon and {ci} fit parameters. The first term approximates the temporal envelope
of a Gaussian photon subject to a top-hat filter and the second term adjusts for the decoupling resulting from the
movement of the translation stage. The coefficient c1 of this fit constitutes a bare visibility of the two photon
interference later normalised by knowing the value of the reference dip.
The coefficients c2, c3, c6 recorded from the reference dips are used as starting point to fit the signal obtained
while characterising the matrices. When the estimated visibility of a signal is comparable with the noise level, we
choose to constrain the parameters c2, c3, c6 of the fit to those of the reference to prevent overfitting. Initial values
for the coefficients c1, c4, c5, c7 are originated by a few arithmetic combinations of the minimum, maximum and
average of the dataset together with the values at the extremes of the scanning interval of the translation stage. Before
proceeding to the determination of the matrix elements, the visibilities obtained by fitting Eq. (B1) are divided by
the reference visibility to account for the partial-distinguishability of the photons generated by our source that in the
different measurements ranged between from 0.965 and 0.98.
Following [16], we first determine the absolute values of the phases of all matrix elements with the following
algorithm.
1. We assume that all the elements of the first row and of the first column of the matrix are real and positive.
2. By using all the input combinations of the form (1, k) with 1 < k ≤ n and all the outputs combinations (1, j)
with 1 < j ≤ n, we set the absolute values of the phase of the elements Mjk to be
|φjk| = arccos
(
−|M11Mjk|
2 + |M1kMj1|2
2|M11MjkM1kMj1| V1k,1j
)
∈ [0, pi] , (B2)
where V1k,1j is the visibility observed injecting photons into the ports 1 and k and detecting photons at the
output ports 1 and j.
The sign of the phases is then attributed with the following routines:
1. We impose that the phase of the element M22 is between 0 and pi: φ22 = |φ22|
2. For elements Mj2 with 2 < j ≤ n, we attribute the following sign to the phase as determined by using the
visibilities from the input combination (1, 2) with outputs combinations (2, j). In particular, once defined
ηj2 = arccos
(
−|M21Mj2|
2 + |M22Mj1|2
2|M21Mj2M22Mj1| V12,1j
)
, (B3)
we use ηj2 to set the sign of φj2 as
sign [φj2] = sign
[∣∣ηj2 − arccos ( cos(φ22 + |φj2|))∣∣− ∣∣ηj2 − arccos ( cos(φ22 − |φj2|))∣∣] (B4)
3. We then attribute the sign to each element phase φjk with 1 < j ≤ n and 2 < k ≤ n by using the visibilities
from the input combination (2, k) with outputs combinations (1, j). In details, we set
ηjk = arccos
(
−|M22Mjk|
2 + |M2kMj2|2
2|M22MjkM2kMj2| V2k,1j
)
, (B5)
and determined φjk as
φjk = |φjk| · sign
[∣∣ηjk − arccos ( cos(φj2 + |φjk|))∣∣− ∣∣ηjk − arccos ( cos(φj2 − |φjk|))∣∣] (B6)
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Dimension n 2 3 5
Gaussian 20 30 40
RECR 6 31 39
TABLE II. Total number of preparation vectors taken during experiment.
The final matrix reconstruction, M2photon, is obtained as the result of an optimisation protocol based on all the
available observed data. The starting point of the optimisation is the transfer matrix obtained with the algorithm
described so far. The cost function we chose to optimise is
F =
√√√√√ ∑
x=(a,b,c,d)
∣∣∣∣∣Vx − |MacMbd +MadMbc|2|MacMbd|2 + |MadMbc|2
∣∣∣∣∣
2
wx + λ
√
0.5 ‖M†.M − I‖22 + 0.5 ‖M.M† − I‖22, (B7)
where x is an index that runs over all the experimentally measured visibilities Vx, with (a, b) being the input modes
and (c, d) being the output modes. wx are weights proportional to the number of counts contributing to the estimation
of the different HOM interference signals; higher count rates, strongly dependent on the |M2,2Mj,k|2 + |M2,kMj,2|2,
lead to better resolved HOM fringes. I is the identity matrix of the appropriate size. λ is an empirical factor to weight
the term of the cost function that enforces unitarity constraints against the part of the cost function that is based
on experimental observation. We note that for the 5-dimensional matrices, x runs over 90 experimental observations
while for 2- and 3- dimensional matrices the same number reduces to 1 and 9, respectively.
During the optimisation of F, the matrix elements are decomposed as Mjk = ρjk · γj · δk · eiφjk where ρjk result
from experimental single photon measurements and γ, δ, and φ are real valued variables. We performed 20 sequential
optimisation steps alternatively optimising the phase degrees of freedom φjk ∈ (−pi, pi) or the losses degrees of freedom
γj and δk. We note that some of the degrees of freedom of the matrix are redundant because of the symmetry of the
cost function: the list includes the phases of the first row and first column elements and γ1 .
1. PhaseLift reconstruction
As mentioned in the main text, we estimate the intensity measurements from single photon counting rates. After
correcting for detector efficiency, all counting rates are scaled by a constant such that the resulting intensities obey∑
j Ij(α
(l)) = 1. The number of different input vector we injected into each characterised transfer matrix is reported in
Table II. We provide a ready for use implementation of the PhaseLift convex program (6) as well as related algorithms
in the open source library pypllon [59],
In an ideal experiment, M ] would be unitary and, therefore, every row would have unit norm. However, due to
loss in the characterised circuit as well as detector inefficiencies, the norm of each row is smaller than one. Since
we cannot distinguish the two sources of loss in our current experimental setup, we cannot characterise the absolute
photon loss in the circuit, but only the relative losses of the rows.
Raw data as well as the analysis scripts are available at https://github.com/dseuss/phaselift-paper.
Appendix C: Recovery guarantee for phase retrieval via PhaseLift
In this section, we provide the necessary background and convergence proofs for phase retrieval via the PhaseLift
algorithm in a self-contained manner. This approach is designed to recover arbitrary vectors x ∈ Cn from noisy,
phaseless measurements of the form
yk = |〈αk,x〉|2 + k (C1)
via solving the convex optimisation
minimize
Z∈Hn
m∑
l=1
∣∣∣Tr((|α(l)〉〈α(l)|)Z)− y(l)∣∣∣ (C2)
subject to Z ≥ 0.
Here, Hn denotes the set of hermitian n× n matrices. We focus on measurements α1, . . . ,αm ∈ Cn chosen indepen-
dently from a distribution that obeys three conditions:
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• Isotropy on Cn:
E
[|〈α, z〉|2] = CI‖z‖2`2 ∀z ∈ Cn. (C3)
• Sub-Isotropy on Hn:
E
[〈α|Z|α〉2] ≥ CSI‖Z‖22 ∀Z ∈ Hn (C4)
• Sub-Gaussian tail behaviour: For every normalized z ∈ Cn (‖z‖`2 = 1), |〈α, z〉| is sub-Gaussian in the sense
that its moments obey
E
[|〈α, z〉|2N] ≤ CSGN ! N ∈ N. (C5)
Proposition 4. The following measurement ensembles fulfil the three properties above:
1. Gaussian sampling scheme: α ∈ Cn is chosen from the standard complex normal distribution N (0, 12 I) +
iN (0, 12 I). In this case
CI = CSI = CSG = 1.
2. Uniform sampling scheme: α ∈ Cn is a vector chosen uniformly from the complex unit sphere with radius √n.
In this case
CI = 1, CSI =
n
n+ 1
, CSG =
N−1∏
k=1
n
n+ k
≤ 1.
3. (unnormalised) Randomly Erased Complex Rademacher (RECR) sampling scheme: with respect to a fixed
(arbitrary) basis, the coefficients of α ∈ Cn are chosen from the following distribution:
αi ∼

+1 with prob. p/4
+i with prob. p/4
0 with prob. 1− p
−i with prob. p/4
−1 with prob. p/4
(C6)
The constants depend on the erasure probability 1− p ∈ [0, 1]:
CI = p, CSI = pmin {p, 1− p} , CSG = e 32 .
The proof techniques developed here do not apply to the normalized RECR scheme presented in the main text.
We comment on potential extension to this case in Appendix H.
We now turn to the problem of proving recovery guarantees for PhaseLift with inputs sampled from distributions
satisfying the conditions stated above. The following statement is a substantial generalisation of existing results
regarding phase retrieval from Gaussian and uniform measurements [45, 60]:
Theorem 5 (Theorem 1.3 in [45]). Suppose that m = Cn vectors α1, . . . ,αm ∈ Cn have been chosen independently
at random from an ensemble that obeys the three properties (C3), (C4) and (C5). Then, with probability at least
1 − 3e−γm, m noisy measurements of the form (C1) suffice to reconstruct any x ∈ Cn via PhaseLift – the convex
optimisation problem (C2). This reconstruction is stable in the sense that the minimizer X] of Eq. (C2) is guaranteed
to obey ∥∥∥X] − |x〉〈x|∥∥∥
2
≤ C
′‖‖`1
m
. (C7)
Here, ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Hilbert-Schmitt norm ‖Z‖22 = Tr
(
ZZ†
)
, while C,C ′ and γ represent constants of sufficient
size.
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The constants C,C ′, γ implicitly depend on CI , CSI , CSG in (C3), (C4), (C5) and can in principle be extracted
from the proof. No attempt has been made to optimize them. Note that the demand on the number of measurements
m in Theorem 5 scales linearly in the problem’s dimension n. This is optimal up to the constant multiplicative factor
C. Analytical bounds on this constant C are usually too pessimistic to be practical and it is widely believed that
m = 4n−4 such measurements are actually sufficient, that is C = 4+o(n) [44]. We refer to [61] for further information
about this topic.
We postpone the proof of this result to Appendix E in order to derive an error bound for the signal vector from
Theorem 5. Recall that we obtain the recovered signal vector x] from the minimizer X] of Eq. (C2) by a eigenvalue
decomposition. Let
X] =
∑
i
λi|xi〉〈xi| (C8)
with λ1 ≥ λ2 . . . ≥ λn. Then, we set
x] =
√
λ1x1. (C9)
In [45] it was shown that Eq. (C7) implies
min
0≤φ≤2pi
‖x] − eiφx‖`2 ≤ C ′′
‖‖`1
m‖x‖`2
, (C10)
where C ′′ again denotes an absolute constant.
Appendix D: Recovery guarantee for Protocol 2
Now, let us investigate the consequences of Theorem 5 to our problem of characterising linear optical networks. In
Eq. (7), we have already underlined the similarity between the intensity measurements in our setup on one hand and
the assumed measurements (C1) for the phase retrieval on the other hand. The input vector α acts as a measurement
vector and each row of the transfer matrixM j plays the role of a complex signal vector x to be determined. Theorem 5
now allows for recovering these row vectors individually by means of the PhaseLift algorithm (C2). In order to meet
the requirements for recovering the first row of M using Theorem 5, we have to measure the intensities in the first
output mode I1(α
(l)) for m = Cn random coherent input states |α(1)〉, . . . |α(m)〉 sampled from a distribution fulfilling
the conditions (C3), (C4) and (C5). Said theorem then guarantees recovery of M1 ∈ Cn – the complex conjugate of
the first row of M with high probability by means of PhaseLift (C2).
Before we can move on to determine the remaining row vectors M j (2 ≤ j ≤ n) of M , it is important to point
out that the recovery guarantee of Theorem 5 is universal : one instance of randomly chosen measurement vectors
suffices to recover any vector x ∈ Cn. In our particular setting, this universality assures that a single choice of random
coherent states |α(1)〉, . . . , |α(m)〉 suffices to recover all row vectors M j simultaneously. Putting everything together
yields the following protocol:
Protocol 6 (Reconstruction of the transfer matrix M). Let M be an arbitrary n × n transfer matrix as defined
in (1). In order to approximately recover it, sample m = Cn random coherent input states |α(1)〉, . . . , |α(m)〉 from a
distribution satisfying conditions (C3)–(C5) and measure the mn intensities
y
(l)
j =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
Mj,i α
(l)
i
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ 
(l)
j ∀1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ l ≤ m,
where 
(l)
j denotes the additive noise at detector site j when measuring the intensity resulting from input state |α(l)〉.
For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n, solve the semi-definite program
Z]j = argmin
Z∈Hn
m∑
l=1
∣∣∣Tr((|αl〉〈α(l)|)Z)− y(l)j ∣∣∣ (D1)
s.t. Z ≥ 0
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and let M ]j be the eigenvector of Z
]
j corresponding to its largest eigenvalue and rescaled to have length
∥∥∥M ]j∥∥∥
`2
=√
‖Z]j‖∞. Then, the we estimate M by
M ] =

M ]1
†
...
M ]n
†
 . (D2)
Note that Eq. (D2) simply amounts to stacking the separately recovered row vectors M ]j . The additional complex
conjugation by taking the adjoint is due to the definition of M j below Eq. (7).
Now, a simple extension of Theorem 5 yields a similar performance guarantee for Protocol 6. In order to succinctly
state this result, we introduce some additional notation. Define the total noise at detector site j (measured in `1-norm)
to be
totj =
m∑
l=1
∣∣∣(l)j ∣∣∣
and the overall noise strength:
tot =
√√√√ n∑
j=1
totj
2
. (D3)
Corollary 7 (Performance guarantee for Protocol 6). The reconstruction M ] of any transfer matrix M by means of
Protocol 6 satisfies
min
µ:|µj |=1
∥∥∥M ] −D(µ)M∥∥∥
2
≤ C ′n
tot
mν
. (D4)
with high probability (i.e. with probability at least 1−O (e−γm)). Here, C ′ is a constant of sufficient size and
ν = min
1≤j≤n
‖M j‖`2 . (D5)
Recall that D(µ) = diag(µ1, . . . , µn) with |µj | = 1 are the row-phases of M unrecoverable from the measure-
ments (2). Note that ν = 1 for unitary transfer matrices and ν < 1 if there is loss.
Proof. For any fixed row vector M j ,
min
0≤φ≤2pi
∥∥∥M ]j − eiφM j∥∥∥
`2
≤ C ′nmin
{
‖M j‖`2 ,
totj
m‖M j‖`2
}
. (D6)
follows directly from Theorem 5 and (C10), respectively. Universality (one choice of phaseless measurements allows
for reconstructing any vector) moreover allows for applying this reconstruction guarantee to all n row vectors M j
simultaneously.
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The total noise bound (D4) follows from the entry-wise definition of the Frobenius norm:
min
µ
∥∥∥M ] −D(µ)M∥∥∥2
2
= min
0≤φ1,...,φn≤2pi
n∑
j=1
∥∥∥M ]j − eiφjM j∥∥∥2
`2
=
n∑
j=1
min
0≤φj≤2pi
∥∥∥M ]j − eiφjM j∥∥∥2
`2
≤ (C ′)2n2
n∑
j=1
min
{
‖M j‖2`2 ,
η2(j)
m2‖M j‖2`2
}
≤ (C ′n)2
n∑
j=1
η2j
m2‖M j‖2`2
≤ (C
′n)2
m2ν
n∑
j=1
η2j
=
(
C ′n
ηtot
mν
)2
,
Here, we have used (C10) for each summand in the third line. Taking the square root then yields the desired
expression.
Note that this formulation allows to treat the different output modes and their detector noise levels individually.
In particular, we do not require a universal type of noise for all detectors, but allow for taking into account detector
dependent noise of different quality (i.e. varying noise levels).
Appendix E: Proof of Theorem 5
Our analysis is inspired by Ref. [62] (who derived strong results for sparse vector recovery using similar assumptions)
and Ref. [32] in the non-commutative setting. Moreover, Krahmer and Liu considered a real-valued version of the
problem addressed here, see Ref. [63].
1. Mathematical preliminaries
Our analysis is based on two strong results about random matrix theory. First, the assumption of subgaussian tails
(C5) implies strong bounds on the operator norm of matrices of the form
∑m
k=1 |αk〉〈αk|:
Theorem 8 (Variant of Theorem 5.35 in [64]). Suppose that α1, . . . ,αm are independent instances of a subgaussian
random vector obeying (C5) with constant CSG. Set
H˜ =
1
m
m∑
k=1
(ak|αk〉〈αk| − E [ak|αk〉〈αk|]) , (E1)
where ak ∈ C and |ak| ≤ 1. Then,
Pr
[
‖H˜‖∞ ≥ t
]
≤
{
2 exp
(
2 ln(3)n− mt28CSG
)
0 ≤ t ≤ 2CSG,
2 exp
(
2 ln(3)n− m2 (t− CSG)
)
t ≥ 2CSG.
The second result is a generalisation of “Gordon’s escape through a mesh”-Theorem [65] (a random subspace avoids
a subset provided the subset is small in some sense) that is due to Mendelson [66, 67], see also see also [46].
Theorem 9 (Mendelson’s small ball method). Suppose that the measurement operator A : Hn → Rm contains m
independent copies Ak of a random matrix A ∈ Hn, that is
A(Z) =
m∑
k=1
Tr(AkZ) ek, (E2)
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and let D ⊂ Hn. For ξ > 0 define
Qξ(D,A) = inf
Z∈D
Pr [|Tr(AkZ)| ≥ ξ] (marginal tail funtion), (E3)
Wm(D,A) =2E
[
sup
Z∈D
Tr (ZH)
]
(mean empirical width), (E4)
where
H =
1√
m
m∑
k=1
ηkAk (E5)
and the η1, . . . , ηm are independent Rademacher random variables. Then for any ξ > 0 and t > 0
1√
m
inf
Z∈D
‖A(Z)‖`1 ≥ ξ
√
mQ2ξ(D,A)−Wm(D,A)− ξt (E6)
with probability at least 1− e−2t2 .
Note that the measurement operator introduced in Eq. (E2) is a shorthand notation for the linear measurements
yk = TrAkZ with k = 1, . . . ,m. It maps the signal matrix Z to the vector of (noiseless) measurement outcomes∑
k ykek.
2. Convex geometry
This section summarizes several results presented in Ref. [32] and adapts them to the task at hand: phase retrieval.
Compared to [32] the analysis presented here is somewhat more direct and exploits the positive semidefinite constraint
in a different way.
Proposition 10. Let Sn2−1 = {Z ∈ Hn : ‖Z‖2 = 1} be the (Frobenius norm) unit sphere in Hn and B1 =
conv
{±|x〉〈x| : x ∈ Sn−1} denote the trace-norm ball. Define
D := Sd2−1 ∩ 3B1, (E7)
and let A(Z) = ∑mk=1 Tr(AkZ) ek be a measurement operator that obeys
τ
m
‖A(Z)‖`1 ≥‖Z‖2 ∀Z ∈ D (E8)
‖ 1
νm
m∑
k=1
Ak − I‖∞ ≤1
6
(E9)
for some τ, ν > 0. Then, the following relation holds for any Z ≥ 0 and any |x〉〈x|:
‖Z − |x〉〈x|‖2 ≤ 1
m
max
{
τ,
6
ν
}
‖A(Z − |x〉〈x|)‖`1 . (E10)
Proof. In the proof we will frequently use the decomposition Z = Z1 + Zc for Z with eigenvalue decomposition
Z =
∑n
k=1 λk|z(k)〉〈z(k)|. Then, Z1 = λ1|z(1)〉〈z(1)| is the leading rank-one component and Zc = Z−Z1 is the “tail”.
Note that, in particular, Z = Z1 if and only if Z has unit rank. Fix Z ≥ 0 and |x〉〈x|. Equation (E10) is invariant
under re-scaling, so we may w.l.o.g. assume ‖Z − |x〉〈x|‖2 = 1. We treat the following two cases separately:
I.) ‖(Z − |x〉〈x|)1‖1 ≥ 1
2
‖(Z − |x〉〈x|)c‖1, (E11)
II.) ‖(Z − |x〉〈x|)1‖1 < 1
2
‖(Z − |x〉〈x|)c‖1. (E12)
Note that I.) implies
‖Z − |x〉〈x|‖1 ≤‖(Z − |x〉〈x|)1‖1 + ‖(Z − |x〉〈x|)c‖1 ≤ 3‖(Z − |x〉〈x|)1‖1
=3‖(Z − |x〉〈x|)1‖2 ≤ 3‖Z − |x〉〈x|‖2 = 3
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which in turn implies that Z − |x〉〈x| is contained in 3B1. Thus, (E8) is applicable and yields
‖Z − |x〉〈x|‖2 ≤ τ
m
‖A(Z − |x〉〈x|)‖`1
which establishes Eq. (E10) for case I in (E11).
For the second case, we use a consequence of von Neumann’s trace inequality, see e.g. [68, Theorem 7.4.9.1]: Let
A,B be matrices with singular values σk(A), σk(B) arranged in non-increasing order. Then
‖A−B‖1 ≥
d∑
k=1
|σk(A)− σk(B)|
This relation implies
‖Z‖1 =‖|x〉〈x| − (|x〉〈x| −Z)‖1 ≥
d∑
k=1
|σk(|x〉〈x|)− σk(|x〉|〈x| −Z)|
≥σ1(|x〉〈x|)− σ1 (|x〉〈x| −Z) +
d∑
k=2
σk (|x〉〈x| −Z)
=‖|x〉〈x|‖1 − ‖(|x〉〈x| −Z)1‖1 + ‖(|x〉〈x| −Z)c‖1
>‖|x〉〈x|‖1 + 1
2
‖(|x〉〈x| −Z)c‖1,
where the last inequality follows from (E12). Consequently,
‖|x〉〈x| −Z‖1 =‖(|x〉〈x| −Z)1‖1 + ‖(|x〉〈x| −Z)c‖1 ≤ 3
2
‖(|x〉〈x| −Z)c‖1
<3 (‖Z‖1 − ‖|x〉〈x|‖1) . (E13)
Now, positive semidefiniteness of both Z and |x〉〈x| together with assumption (E9) implies
‖Z‖1 − ‖|x〉〈x|‖1 =Tr(Z − |x〉〈x|) = Tr (I (Z − |x〉〈x|))
=Tr
((
I− 1
νm
m∑
k=1
Ak
)
Z − |x〉〈x|
)
+
1
νm
m∑
k=1
Tr (Ak(Z − |x〉〈x|))
≤
∥∥∥∥∥I− 1νm
m∑
k=1
Ak
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
‖Z − |x〉〈x|‖1 + 1
νm
‖A(|x〉〈x| −Z)‖`1
≤1
6
‖Z − |x〉〈x|‖1 + 1
νm
‖A(|x〉〈x| −Z)‖`1 .
Inserting this into (E13) yields
‖|x〉〈x| −Z‖1 < 1
2
‖|x〉〈x| −Z‖1 + 3
νm
‖A(|x〉〈x| −Z)‖`1
which implies the claim for case II in (E12).
Proposition 11. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5, the measurement operator
A(Z) =
∑
k
Tr (|ak〉〈ak|Z) ek (E14)
obeys both condition (E8) and (E9) with probability at least 1− 3e−γm, provided that C > 1 is sufficiently large.
We postpone the proof of this statement to Appendix F and directly derive Theorem 5 – which constitutes the
main theoretical achievement of this work – from this statement.
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Proof of Theorem 5. Proposition 11 implies that a measurement operator (E14) containing m ≥ Cn measurements
sampled from a distribution satisfying (C3), (C4) and (C5) meets the requirements of Proposition 10 with probability
at least 1− 3e−γm. Conditioned on this event, we have
‖Z − |x〉〈x|‖2 ≤ C
′
2m
‖A(Z − |x〉〈x|)‖`1 ∀Z ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ Cn, (E15)
where C ′ = 2 max {τ, 6/ν}. Now, suppose that we want to reconstruct a particular x from noisy measurements of the
form y = A(|x〉〈x|) + . Then Eq. (E15) implies
‖Z − |x〉〈x|‖2 ≤ C
′
2m
‖A(Z)− y + ‖`1 ≤
C ′
2m
(‖‖`1 + ‖A(Z)− y‖`1) ∀Z ≥ 0.
PhaseLift – the convex optimisation problem (6) – minimizes the right hand side of this bound over all Z ≥ 0. Since
Z = |x〉〈x| is a feasible point of this optimisation, we can conclude that the minimizer Z] obeys
‖A(Z])− y‖`1 ≤ ‖A(|x〉〈x|)− y‖`1 = ‖‖`1
which yields the bound presented in (C7).
Appendix F: Proof of Proposition 11
Lemma 12 (Bound on the marginal tail function). Let D be the set introduced in (E7) and let A = |a〉〈a|, where a
satisfies (C4) and (C5). Then, the marginal tail function (E3) obeys
Qξ(D,A) ≥ CQ
(
1− ξ
2
CSI
)2
∀0 ≤ ξ ≤
√
CSI ,
where CQ > 0 is a sufficiently small constant.
Proof. Fix Z ∈ D, then ‖Z‖2 = 1 by definition of D. Note that sub-isotropy (C4) and the Paley-Zygmund inequality
imply for any ξ ∈ [0, 1]
Pr [|〈a|Z|a〉| ≥ ξ] ≥Pr
[
〈a|Z|a〉2 ≥ ξ
2
CSI
E
[〈a|Z|a〉2]] ≥ (1− ξ2
CSI
)2 E [〈a|Z|a〉2]2
E [〈a|Z|a〉4] .
Sub-isotropy ensures that the numerator is lower bounded by C2SI‖Z‖42 = C2SI . In order to derive an upper bound on
the denominator, we use the constraint ‖Z‖1 ≤ 3 for any Z ∈ D together with the subgaussian tail behavior (C5) of
a. Insert an eigenvalue decomposition Z =
∑n
i=1 λi|z(i)〉〈z(i)| (with λi ∈ R and z(i) ∈ Sn−1) and note
E
[〈a|Z|a〉4] ≤ n∑
i1,i2,i3,i4=1
|λi1λi2λi3λi4 |E
[
4∏
k=1
|〈a, z(ik)〉|2
]
. (F1)
Now fix z(i1), . . . ,z(i4) and use a combination of the AM-GM inequality and the fundamental relation between `p-
norms (‖v‖`1 ≤ k1−
1
k ‖v‖`k for v ∈ Rk) to conclude
E
[
4∏
k=1
|〈a, z(ik)〉|2
]
≤ 1
4
4∑
k=1
E
[
|〈a, z(ik)〉|8
]
≤ CSG4!,
where the last inequality follows from condition (C5). Consequently,
E
[〈a|Z|a〉4] ≤ CSG4! ∑
i1,i2,i3,i4
|λi1λi2λi3λi4 | = 24CSG‖Z‖41 ≤ 24 ∗ 34CSG,
because Z ∈ D implies ‖Z‖1 ≤ 3. In summary,
Pr [|〈a|Z|a〉| ≥ ξ] ≥
(
1− ξ
2
CSI
)2 E [〈a|Z|a〉2]2
E [〈a|Z|a〉4] ≥
(
1− ξ
2
CSI
)2
C2SI
1944CSG
and the bound on Qξ(D,A) with CQ =
C2SI
1944CSG
follows from the fact that this lower bound holds for any Z ∈ D.
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Lemma 13 (Bound on the mean empirical width). Let D be the set introduced in (E7) and let H =
1√
m
∑m
k=1 ηk|αk〉〈αk|, where each αk is subexponential in the sense of (C5) and m ≥ 2 ln(3)CSG n. Then there exists
a constant CW > 0 such that
Wm(D,A) ≤ CW
√
n,
Proof. Note that by construction D ⊂ 3B1 and consequently
Wm(D,A) = 2E
[
sup
Z∈D
Tr(ZH)
]
≤ 6E
[
sup
Z∈B1
Tr(ZH)
]
= 6E [‖H‖∞] , (F2)
where the last equality follows from the duality of trace and operator norm. Now note that H˜ =
√
mH is of the form
(E1), where each ak is an independent Rademacher random variable. Theorem 8 thus implies
Pr [‖H‖∞ ≥ t] ≤
2× 9
n exp
(
− t28CSG
)
t ≤ 2CSG
√
m,
2× 9n exp
(
−
√
m
2 (t− CSG
√
m)
)
t ≥ 2CSG
√
m
(F3)
and we can bound E [‖H‖∞] by using the absolute moment formula, see e.g. [69, Propostion 7.1], and bounding the ef-
fect of the tails via (F3). To this end, we split the real line into three intervals [0, c
√
n], [c
√
n, 2CSG
√
m], [2CSG
√
m,∞[,
where c is a constant that we fix later:
E [‖H‖∞] =
∫ ∞
0
Pr [‖H‖∞ ≥ t] dt
≤
∫ c√n
0
1dt+ 2× 9n
(∫ 2CSG√m
c
√
n
2 exp
(
− t
2
8CSG
)
dt+ e
mCSG
2
∫ ∞
2CSG
√
m
exp
(
−
√
mt
2
)
dt
)
≤c√n+ 2× 9n
(∫ 2CSG√m
c
√
n
exp
(
− t
2
8CSG
)
dt+
2√
m
e−
CSGm
2
)
.
For the remaining Gauss integral, we use t
c
√
n
≥ 1 ∀t ≥ c√n to conclude∫ 2CSG√m
c
√
n
exp
(
− t
2
8CSG
)
dt ≤
∫ ∞
c
√
n
t
c
√
n
exp
(
− t
2
8CSG
)
dt =
8CSG
c
√
n
exp
(
− c
2n
8CSG
)
.
Now, fixing c = 4
√
ln(3)CSG assures exp
(
− c2n8CSG
)
= 9−n and consequently
E [‖H‖∞] ≤4
√
ln(3)CSGn+
4
√
CSG√
ln(3)n
+
4√
m
e2 ln(3)n−CSGm
≤4
√
CSG
(√
ln(3)n+
2√
ln(3)n
)
≤ 12
√
ln(3)CSGn.
where the second inequality follows from m ≥ 2 ln(3)CSG n. Inserting this bound into (F2) yields the claim with CW =
72
√
ln(3)CSG.
Now we are ready to apply Mendelson’s small ball method (E6). For D defined in (E7) and measurements Ak =
|αk〉〈αk| with αk obeying (C4) and (C5) the bounds from the previous Lemmas imply
1√
m
inf
Z∈D
‖A(Z)‖`1 ≥ ξ
√
mCQ
(
1− 4ξ
2
CSI
)2
− 2CW
√
n− ξt ∀ξ ∈ (0, 1/
√
CSI),∀t ≥ 0
with probability at least 1−e−2t2 . We choose ξ = √CSI/4 and t = γ1
√
m, where γ1 =
9CQ
32 and obtain with probability
at least 1− exp (−2γ1m):
1√
m
inf
Z∈D
‖A(Z)‖`1 ≥
9CQ
√
CSI
64
√
m− CW
√
n−
√
CSI
4
9CQ
32
√
m
=CW
(
9CQ
√
CSI
128CW
√
m−√n
)
.
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Setting m = Cn with C =
(
256CW
9CQ
√
Cl
)2
implies
1√
m
inf
Z∈D
‖A(Z)‖`1 ≥ 2CW
√
n =
2CW√
C
√
m
with probability at least 1 − e−2γ1m. For τ = 2CW√
C
, the first claim in Proposition 11 follows from rearranging this
expression and using ‖Z‖2 = 1 for all Z ∈ D.
Let us now move on to establishing the second statement (E9): Isotropy (C3) implies
1
CIm
m∑
k=1
|αk〉〈αk| − I = 1
CSGm
m∑
k=1
(|αk〉〈αk| − E [|αk〉〈αk|])
and each αk has subgaussian tails by assumption (C5). Thus, Theorem 8 is applicable and setting t = min
{
1
6 , 2CSG
}
yields
Pr
[∥∥∥∥∥ 1CIm
m∑
k=1
|αk〉〈αk| − I
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
≥ 1
6
]
≤ 2 exp
(
2 ln(3)n− CImmin {1/6, 2CSG}
8CSG
)
≤ 2 exp (−γ2m) ,
where the second inequality follows from m ≥ Cn, provided that C is sufficiently large. Finally, we use the union
bound for the overall probability of failure and set γ := min {2γ1, γ2}.
Appendix G: Proof of Proposition 4
We now proof the crucial properties (C3)–(C5) for the different measurement ensembles from Proposition 4.
1. The Gaussian sampling scheme
Let α ∈ Cn be a standard (complex) Gaussian vector and fix any z ∈ Cn. Then, the random variable 〈α, z〉 is
an instance of a standard (complex normal) random variable a =
‖z‖`2√
2
(aR + iaI) with aR, aI ∼ N (0, 1). In turn,
|a|2 = ‖z‖
2
`2
2 (a
2
R + a
2
I) is a re-scaled version of a χ
2-distributed random variable with two degrees of freeom. The
moments of such a random variable are well-known and we obtain
E(|〈α, z〉|2N ) =
(‖z‖`2√
2
)N
× 2NN ! = ‖z‖N`2N ! . (G1)
From this, we can readily infer CSG = 1, and the special case N = 1 yields CI = 1.
For the remaining expression, use an eigenvalue decomposition Z =
∑d
k=1 ζk|z(k)〉〈z(k)| (with normalized eigenvec-
tors z(k) ∈ Cn) and note that the random variables |〈a, z(1)〉|, . . . , |〈a, z(n)〉| are independently distributed and obey
Eq. (G1). Consequently:
E
[
Tr (AZ)
2
]
=E
( d∑
k=1
ζk|〈α, z(k)〉|2
)2
=
∑
k 6=l
ζkζlE
[
|〈α, z(k)〉|2
]
E
[
|〈a, z(l)〉|2
]
+
d∑
k=1
ζ2kE
[
|〈a, z(k)〉|4
]
=
∑
k 6=l
ζkζl‖z(k)‖2`2‖z(l)‖2`2 + 2
d∑
k=1
ζ2k‖z(k)‖4`2 =
d∑
k,l=1
ζkζl + 2
d∑
k=1
ζ2k
=Tr(Z)2 + Tr(Z2) ≥ ‖Z‖22,
which implies CSI = 1.
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2. The uniform sampling scheme
Here, α is chosen uniformly from the complex sphere with radius
√
n. This in turn implies that the distribution of
α ∈ Cn is invariant under arbitrary unitary transformations. Techniques from representation theory – more precisely:
Schur’s Lemma – then imply
E
[
(|α〉〈α|)⊗N] = nN(n+N − 1
N
)−1
P∨N , (G2)
see e.g. [70, Lemma 1]. Here, P∨N , denotes the projector onto the totally symmetric subspace
∨
N ⊂ (Cn)⊗N . Note
that (|z〉〈z|)⊗N ∈ ∨N and, moreover 2tr (P∨2Z2) = ‖Z‖22 + tr(Z)2 for any matrix Z, see e.g. [39, Lemma 17].
Consequently,
E
[|〈α, z〉|2] =tr (|z〉〈z|E [|α〉〈α|]) = tr (|z〉〈z|I) = ‖z‖2`2 ,
E
[〈α|Z|α〉2] =Tr (E [(|α〉〈α|)⊗2]Z⊗2) = n
n+ 1
(‖Z‖22 + tr(Z)2) ≥ nn+ 1‖Z‖22,
E
[|〈α, z〉|2N] =tr (E [(|α〉〈α|)⊗N] (|z〉〈z|)⊗N) = nN(n+N − 1
N
)−1
‖z‖2N`2
=N !
nN (n− 1)!
(n+N − 1)! ≤ N !,
which implies CI = 1, CSI =
n
n+1 and CSG = 1.
3. The RECR sampling scheme
Lemma 14 (The RECR ensemble is isotropic on Cn). Suppose that α is chosen from a RECR ensemble with erasure
probability 1− p. Then
E
[|〈α, z〉|2] = p‖z‖2`2 ∀z ∈ Cn.
Proof. Let αk = 〈ek,α〉, where e1, . . . , en is the orthonormal basis with respect to which the RECR vector is defined.
Theses components obey E [αk] = E [α∗k] = 0, as well as E
[|αk|2] = p. For any z ∈ Cn we then have
E
[|〈α, z〉|2] = n∑
i,j=1
E [α∗iαj ] 〈ei|z〉〈z|ej〉 = p
n∑
i=1
|〈ei, z〉|2 = p‖z‖2`2 .
Lemma 15 (The RECR ensemble is sub-isotropic on Hn). Suppose that α is chosen from a RECR ensemble with
erasure probability 1− p. Then
E
[〈α|Z|α〉2] ≥ pmin {p, 1− p} ‖Z‖22 ∀Z ∈ Hn
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Proof. Fix Z ∈ Hn and compute
E
[〈α|Z|α〉2] = ∑
i,j,k,l
E
[
α¯iαjα
′
k
∗
α′l
] 〈ei|Z|ej〉〈ek|Z|el〉
=
∑
i
E
[|αi|4] 〈ei|Z|ei〉2 +∑
i 6=k
E
[|αi|2|αk|2] (〈ei|Z|ei〉〈ek|Z|ek〉+ 〈ei|Z|ek〉〈ek|Z|ei〉)
=p
n∑
i=1
〈ei|Z|ei〉2 + p2
∑
i 6=k
(〈ei|Z|ei〉〈ek|Z|ek〉+ 〈ei|Z|ek〉〈ek|Z|ei〉)
=p2
n∑
i,k=1
(〈ei|Z|ei〉〈ek|Z|ek〉+ 〈ei|Z|ek〉〈ek|Z|ei〉) + p(1− 2p)
n∑
i=1
〈ei|Z|ei〉2
=p2
(
Tr(Z)2 + ‖Z‖22
)
+ p(1− 2p)
n∑
i=1
〈ei|Z|ei〉2
≥p2‖Z‖22 + p(1− p)
n∑
i=1
〈ei|Z|ei〉2
Finally, we make a case distinction:
p ≤ 1/2 : This implies p(1− 2p) ≥ 0 and consequently
E
[〈α|Z|α〉2] ≥ p2‖Z‖22.
p ≥ 1/2 : Use ∑ni=1〈i|X|i〉2 ≤ ‖X‖22 to conclude
E
[〈α|Z|α〉2] ≥ (p2 − p|1− 2p|)‖Z‖22 = p(1− p)‖Z‖22.
Lemma 16 (Subgaussian tails of the RECR distribution). Suppose that α is a vector from the RECR ensemble.
Then
E
[|〈α, z〉|2N ] ≤ e 32N ! ∀z ∈ Sn−1.
Proof. Fix z ∈ Cn with ‖z‖`2 = 1 and note that |αk| ≤ 1 together with the independence of αk, αl for k 6= l implies
E
[
exp
(|〈α, z〉|2)] =E
 n∏
k=1
exp
(|αk|2|zk|2)∏
k 6=l
exp (α∗kαlz
∗
kzl)

≤ exp (‖z‖2`2)∏
k 6=l
E [exp (α∗kαlz∗kzl)] . (G3)
Now note that for k 6= l, α∗kαl is again a RECR random variable α˜k,l, but with erasure probability 1− p2. Moreover,
every RECR random variable α can be decomposed into the product of two independent random variables: α = ηω,
where η is a Rademacher random variable and ω ∈ {0, 1, i} obeys |ω| ≤ 1. Consequently
E [exp (α¯kαlz¯kzl)] =E [exp (α˜k,lz¯kzl)] = Eω [Eη [ηωz¯kzl]] = Eω [cosh (ωz¯kzl)]
≤Eω
[
exp
(|ωz¯kzl|2/2)] ≤ exp( |zk|2|zl|2
2
)
,
where we have used the standard estimate cosh(x) ≤ exp (|x|2/2) ∀x ∈ C, as well as |ω| ≤ 1. Inserting this bound
into (G3) yields
E
[
exp
(|〈α, z〉|2)] ≤ exp (‖z‖22)∏
k 6=l
exp
( |zk|2|zl|2
2
)
≤ exp
(
‖z‖22 +
1
2
‖z‖4`2
)
= e
3
2 ,
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because ‖z‖`2 = 1. Markov’s inequality shows that this exponential bound implies a subexponential tail bound for
the random variable |〈α, z〉|2:
Pr
[|〈α, z〉|2 ≥ t] =Pr [exp (|〈α, z〉|2) ≥ exp (t)] ≤ E [exp (|〈α, z〉|2)]
exp(t)
≤ e 32−t.
This in turn implies the following bound on the moments:
E
[|〈α, z〉|2N] = N ∫ ∞
0
Pr
[|〈α, z〉|2 ≥ t] tN−1dt ≤ Ne 32 ∫ ∞
0
e−ttN−1dt = e
3
2N !,
where we have used a well-known integration formula for moments, see e.g. [69, Prop. 7.1], as well as integration by
parts.
Appendix H: The normalised RECR scheme
We have seen that the unnormalized RECR measurement ensemble obeys all conditions necessary for establishing
strong PhaseLift recovery guarantees, most notably Theorem 5. In this section, we shift our attention to the normalized
RECR ensemble instead. I.e. each measurement A˜k =
n
‖Ak‖2Ak with Ak = |αk〉〈αk| and |αk〉 ∈ {0,±1,±i}
n
is an
outer product of RECR vectors renormalized to length ‖Ak‖ = n. For the unnormalized RECR ensemble, we have
seen that w.h.p. any X = |x〉〈x| can be recovered from m ≥ Cn measurements of the form
yk = Tr (AkX) + k
via solving
minimize
Z≥0
‖A(Z)− y‖`1 . (H1)
The solution Z] of this program is guaranteed to obey
‖Z] −X‖2 ≤ C
′‖‖`1
m
.
Now suppose that we have m normalized RECR measurements instead: A˜k =
n
‖Ak‖2Ak. Then the associated
measurements correspond to
y˜k = Tr
(
A˜kX
)
+ k =
n
‖Ak‖2Tr (AkX) + ˜k.
Multiplying this expression by ‖Ak‖2n yields
‖Ak‖2
n
y˜k︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=yk
= Tr (AkX) +
‖Ak‖2
n
˜k︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=k
and solving (H1) for re-scaled measurement outcomes yk =
‖Ak‖2
n y˜k yields an estimator of X that is guaranteed to
obey
‖Z] −X‖2 ≤ C
′‖‖`1
m
=
C ′
m
m∑
k=1
‖Ak‖2
n
|˜k| ≤ C
′
m
m∑
k=1
|˜k| = C
′‖˜‖`1
m
.
Here, the last line is due to ‖Ak‖2 = ‖αk‖2`2 ≤ n. We can conclude that small modifications in the PhaseLift
algorithm ensure that normalized RECR measurements perform at least as well as unnormalized RECR measurements.
However, we already know that unnormalized RECR measurements are accompanied by strong theoretical convergence
guarantees, namely Theorem 5.
